Cutting Edge Made to Measure

ISO 9001:2008 Certified

SM

Stainless
Components
Steel
for
your Instruments
When the cutting edge counts, Disposable Instrument delivers with
precision-crafted stainless steel components. Sharp. Defect free.
Affordable. Stainless steel. Plastics can’t match it.

Commitment beyond
compliance

Your success depends

Our manufacturing process

on quality and

follows the FDA’s Good

consistency. That’s what

Manufacturing Practices.

We aren’t content just to

your customers

Materials meet ASTM and

meet industry standards.

expect from you, and
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We go beyond them with

that’s what you get

surgical stainless steel

proprietary manufacturing

from us. Simply put, you

instruments. We demand

processes that produce

can count on stainless

certification of all raw

stainless steel components

steel components from

materials, and perform
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Disposable Instrument.

independent chemical

gloss finish. That means

analysis and tensile tests

less resistance and better

to assure consistency of

surgeon control for your

materials used.

customers. Plus, all parts

Your customers

are visually inspected

can be confident

machining marks and dirt.

of smooth and

for burrs, cracks, pits,
They are electropolished
for superior hygenic
surfaces and packaged
in a segregated, clean

consistent cutting

environment supplied with
carefully controlled and

pressure with our
cutting edges and
piercing points.

filtered air.

Customer
satisfaction
exceeds 99% on
all shipments.
What you order
is exactly what
you get.

Your specs are
our business. Your
success is our goal.
We’ve been in business
since 1970. Our mission:
to supply only medical
manufacturers like you.
We’ve shipped over 20
million parts, domestically
and internationally.
We understand your need
for dependable product
and for dependable
people you can trust with
proprietary concerns and
confidential issues.

Your R&D engineers can

At Disposable Instrument,

work with us to make

our people are our

stainless steel components

pledge. We inspect every

for your instruments —

component manufactured

whether you need one

and meticulously

prototype or one hundred

document its chemical

thousand, whether you’re

and mechanical properties

halfway around the world

so it can be tracked for
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your protection.

Disposable Instrument
will meet your exact

We assist R&D engineers

specifications in cutting

in specifying components

edge, point, handle,

to assure they meet the

smoothness, dimension

needs of your product.

and raw materials.

We manufacture to
your exacting, critical
specifications. At every
step, our employees work
to supply you with the

We work hard

exceptional component
your customer demands.

to help build

Proficient and efficient,
the mastery behind our

your reputation

product is our people.

for unequalled
medical products.

Edge.
Cutting
Mad

Disposable Instrument provides
a variety of wound drainage
trocars in inventory plus precision
prototyping services and custom
parts to meet your special needs.
We are an ISO 9001:2008 Certified Company.
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Measure.

Actual Size

Various Point Types

Wound Drainage Trocars
Laparoscopic Trocars
Trocar/Cannula Sets
Guide Pins
Obturators
K-Wires & Steinmann Pins
Tunnelers
Introducers

Our stainless

Common Handle Types Manufactured

steel components
usually have points
or cutting blades

Handles

on one or both
ends. Or, you can
order them with
Handle Formed

handles, finger
buttons, barbs,
threads or fittings
on one end.
Sphere/Ball
Plastic/Metal

Common Distal Point Types Manufactured

Truncated Cone

Screw Driver

Drilled Cone

Chisel with Back Grind

Flat

Bullet

Reducer

Pencil

Trocar Point

3 Facet Point

4 Facet Point

Common Proximal End Types Manufactured

Plain

Tapped

Drilled

Barb

Reduced Diameter

Diamond Knurl

Taper

Threaded

Reverse Taper

Bent

Double Reduction

Straignt Knurl

Bullet

Blunt

Double Angle

Double Flat
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